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The paper has the following two objectives:

► Extract information from the WTO environmental database 
(EDB) to make it more accessible to economic research

► Studying how environmental measures impact green 
innovation and trade in environmental goods
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Link to the paper

https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/reser_e/ersd202203_e.htm

Link to the WTO environmental database (EDB)

https://edb.wto.org/

Introduction

https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/reser_e/ersd202203_e.htm
https://edb.wto.org/
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The WTO Environmental Database (EDB)
► Over 14000 environment-related measures notified to the WTO 

from 2009 to 2020

► For each policy, the database contains a description of the measure 
and information on the economic sector, the type of instruments 
used and the environmental goal pursued by the policy.
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Extending the EDB for economic research
Notification vs implementation year

Discrepancy between notification and 
implementation year

We make information in the database more accessible for 
economic research by:

► Extracting the implementation years of policy measuresa



Extending the EDB for economic research

Detected products targeted by EDB measures

We make information in the database more accessible for 
economic research by:

► Extracting the implementation years of policy measures

► Identifying products affected by the policy measures and 
link them to HS chapters.
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Extending the EDB for economic research

We make information in the database more accessible for 
economic research by:

► Extracting the implementation years of policy measures

► Identifying products affected by the policy measures and 
link them to HS chapters.

► Scoring policy stringency

Distribution of policy depth score by development 
status and sector
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Research 
question

Can environmental policy spur green innovation and trade?

► According to recent literature on directed technical change (e.g. Acemoglu 
et al., 2012, 2014), environmental policy can be used to direct the economy 
onto a green growth path. A key role is played by green innovation.

► Empirical literature: pollution haven hypothesis, Porter hypothesis, green 
innovation literature (e.g. Calel & Dechezleprêtre, 2016; Koźluk & Timiliotis, 
2016)

► Leveraging the EDB dataset, we evaluate how different types of 
environment-related measures have impacted green innovation and trade.

Increase in 
competitiveness & 

exports in green 
sector

Environmental 
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Green 
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Imports of 
green goods
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Main 
variables Environmental 

policies

Innovation

WTO EDB
(“2-digits” HS)

Trade in goods

Patents data
(“4-digits” IPC)

Bilateral trade data
(“6-digits” HS)



Identification strategy

► Our strategy: comparing 
variation in patenting in green 
technologies / trade in green 
goods following environmental 
policies with non-green 
technologies/goods

► In defining green goods and 
technologies, we rely on the 
OECD CLEG and ENV-TECH lists 
(Sauvage, 2014; Haščič &  
Migotto, 2015)

► HS-IPC conversion table 
(Lybbert & Zolas, 2014)

Example:

Environmental 
policy affecting 
HS chapter 85 

(electrical 
machinery & 
equipment)

Other green goods

Other non-green goods

Baseline
 (other HS codes)

Have policies 
increased trade of 

green goods?

Green goods  in HS 
chapter 85 

(e.g. PV cells, waste 
incinerators parts, 

wind turbines)

Non-green goods  in 
HS chapter 85 

Control

Treatment

Policy sector
(HS code 85)

Policy effect



Empirical models



Empirical models — Policy variable

► The policy measures are split in groups 
according to their policy instruments: 1) 
Subsidies and support measures [SUB], 2) 
Regulation, taxes and standards [REG]

► Lagged values of the policy variables are used 
to mitigate risks of simultaneity

► We experiment with different policy 
aggregation methods: dummy, count, score

► Rolling averages with different window size is 
used to disentangle the long run / short run 
effects of policies

Type of policy instrument
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Main findings on innovation
► Globally, environmental measures are not associated with an increases in 

environmental innovation.  However, targeted policies, such as 
intellectual properties measures and R&D expenditure, do have a positive 
effect on innovation. 

► Accumulated knowledge leads to more innovation. This creates path 
dependency in innovation.

► Countries tend to innovate more in technologies related to their exports 
and less in technologies they import.



Main findings on trade
► Subsidies have a positive effect on exports of environmental 

goods; whereas on the importer side, they are associated with 
higher imports of non-environmental goods. 

► Trade restrictive measures (e.g. quarantine requirements, 
regulations affecting movement or transit) significantly reduce 
trade in environmental goods

► Patenting is associated with an increase in trade of related 
products. In addition, green innovation leads to growth in the 
exports of other environmental goods (e.g. innovation in solar 
panels may boost exports of batteries too )



Policy 
implications

Can environmental policy spur green innovation and trade?

► Environmental policy has a significant effect on green innovation and trade 
patterns. However, design of the policy matters.

► Green innovation is best stimulated with targeted measures, such as R&D 
expenditure and measures on intellectual property protection and enforcement.

► Trade in environmental goods appears to be more sensitive to subsidies and other 
support measures, whereas it is severely hindered by trade restrictive measures.

► The presence of innovation spillovers reduces the cost of government intervention 
(i.e. there is a crowding-in effect ).

► Early adoption of environmental measures and R&D support can foster 
environmental innovation and help transitioning towards a greener economy.

► GVCs and trade should be leveraged as channels of knowledge diffusion and 
technology adoption.
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Final regression country sample

Policy score distribution by type of measure

EDB Notified measures by 
development status



Components of the policy score

> Click to go 
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innovation


